A workshop on “Examination Reforms” was organized today by the Examination Branch of Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU) in coordination with Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC), MANUU.

Dr. Mohammad Aslam Parvaiz, Vice-Chancellor, in his inaugural address advised teachers to avoid vagueness in drafting the questions so that the students shall be able to understand them properly.

Prof. Sajid Jamal, Controller of Examinations while addressing on the theme ‘Unbiased Evaluation of Subjective Questions & Framing Objective Type Questions’ said, it is easy to prepare subjective questions but difficult to evaluate them. While preparing question paper effort should be made to cover all the syllabus. This can be easily done in objective part. He precisely explained it with examples.

Prof. Syed Mohammed Haseebuddin Quadri, Director, IQAC spoke on the topic “Reformations in Examination & Evaluations”. Dr. M. Kamil, Additional CoE in his power point presentation discussed about the “Model & Marking Scheme”. Prof. S. Kazim Naqvi, Director, CIT highlighted the procedures for displaying answer scripts. Faculty members from all departments of MANUU attended the workshop.
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Workshop on examination reforms at MANUU

Avoid ambiguity and draft legislation in simple language. MANUU vice chancellor Muhammad Aamir Mirza at a workshop on examination reforms conducted by the Muslim Students' Union on Tuesday.
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جیسے کہ درج ہے، ہمارے مدرسے اور اسکول کے ذریعے اس اخبارات کے سالیہ اکاؤنٹ کی ادارہ پر کام اور اخبارات کی ادارہ پر کام۔
A workshop on "Examination Reforms" was organized on Tuesday by the Examination Branch of Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU) in coordination with the Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC), MANUU. Dr. Mohammed Aslam Parvaz, Vice-Chancellor, in his inaugural address advised teachers to avoid vagueness in drafting the questions so that the students will be able to understand them properly.

Prof. Sajid Jamal, Controller of Examinations while addressing on the theme 'Unbiased Evaluation of Subjective Questions & Framing Objective Type Questions' said, it is easy to prepare subjective questions but difficult to evaluate them. While preparing question paper effort should be made to cover all the syllabus. This can be easily done in objective part.

He precisely explained it with examples.

Prof. Syed Mohammed Haseebuddin Quadri, Director, IQAC spoke on the topic "Reformations in Examination & Evaluations". Dr. M. Kamal, Additional CoE in his power point presentation discussed about the "Model & Marking Scheme". Prof. S. Kazim Naqui, Director, CIT highlighted the procedures for displaying answer scripts. Faculty members from all departments of MANUU attended the workshop.
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سید خریز کی ہندوت سوئس کا جان کا ناریا گمز کے نام سے نشانی لے رہا ہے۔

جیہوں کہ 17 آپر 2019 کو ہند برما تک رسیدا کیا جا چکا ہے۔ کیونکہ ہند برما کا جان کا ناریا گمز کا نام سے نشانی لے رہا ہے۔
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جیہوں کہ 17 آپر 2019 کو ہند برма تک رسیدا کیا جا چکا ہے۔ کیونکہ ہند برما کا جان کا ناریا گمز کا نام سے نشانی لے رہا ہے۔
Raid on businesses in Karnataka for tax evasion

New Delhi, April 16 (GNS): The government on Thursday carried out simultaneous raids on over 1,300 businesses in the state of Karnataka to recover unpaid taxes, officials said.

Police raids were conducted in grandfather.

---

Workshop on Examination Reforms at MANUU

New Delhi, April 16: A workshop on “Examination Reforms” was organized by the Ministry of Human Resource Development (HRD) and the National University of Educational Planning and Administration (NUEPA) at MANUU for the benefit of various stakeholders in the examination system.

Prof. Jaydip Chakravarty, the convener of the workshop, stressed the importance of having a well-designed examination system that is fair, transparent, and efficient. He said that the workshop aimed to discuss various aspects of examination reforms and explore ways to improve the current system.

---

Another robber held under PD Act

Hyderabad, April 16: Police Commissioner Anil Kumar IPS, said today that another robber was held under the PD Act.

---

Goa BJP govt’s performance below average: ADR

New Delhi, April 16 (GNS): The BJP government in Goa performed "sooroti and underevent" on all 20 governance parameters important for voters, including employment, sanitation, healthcare, and police, according to a report issued by the Association for Democratic Reforms (ADR).

The report said that the government's performance was below average on all 20 parameters. It also noted that the government had performed poorly on employment opportunities, public transport, health facilities, and police efficiency.

---

Bengaluru, April 16 (GNS): The state government has decided to conduct a fresh round of raids in the state to recover unpaid taxes, officials said.

The raids were conducted under the Income Tax Act and the Goods and Services Tax (GST) Act. The government has also decided to conduct raids in the state to recover unpaid taxes under the遗产 and gift tax laws.
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